
Amid the riot of this glossolalia, one can only focus on so much at a
time, but what stands out here is the invocation of discourse as a
barrage of flourishes, "rococo exchanges" against which the speaker
puts up no fight. Indeed, he is the rococo ringmaster, magisterially
ushering a series of unlikely chimeras through his hoop. The applause
he earns may not necessarily be ours (though it is certainly mine), but
the poem arranges that we imagine the applause nonetheless. In
Stefans' Big Top, the Creepshow is the main attraction, and the quali-
ties he sees as Creepy in his contemporaries are qualities that render
them recognizable as denizens of his own brain's sinister, Bradburian
tent folds.

All of this could sound like a negative critique, an indictment
on the grounds of insularity. But this is exactly what I find attractive
about Stefans' Creep (anti-)aesthetic: it's a movement that is formed
within the mind of the reader, not the designs of a self-articulated
community. Stefans' apprehension of Creepiness comes from his own
Creepy imagination, his own desire to oversee a troupe of invisible,
flea-like verbal acrobats. That the poets he names are readily con-
formable to such a desire says something about their shared use of
certain techniques and their common concerns as postmodern artists,
but more about a simultaneous resistance and porousness in their
work that encourages progressive (but diverse) notions of community
to be constructed from the margins outward (inward?)-there is no
Creep manifesto, only an ever-growing passenger manifest, the names
on which can be shuffled according to the needs of an equally various
and multiple collective of readerly sensibilities.
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Los Cybrids read "cyberspace" as a cultural artifact and archetype for
access/desire, body/space, culture/globalization, and surveillance/ free-
dom. We resist the idea that cyberspace provides a "level playing
field" on which cultural difference is immaterial. Underlying notions
of cyberspace include the idea that all people can or should gain
access to "white male middle-class culture." The promoters of the
"Digital Divide" feed into this inequity by creating an imperative for
'marginalized' people in and outside of the US to ascribe to and strive
for access to the white male middle-class ideology of a cultural
geography without difference, friction-free capitalism and unfettered
cultural harmony. Los Cybrids obliterate this false ideal of equal-access-
to-al£ suggesting that power inequalities are perpetuated, not solved,
in the new geography of cyberspace.

WARNING: This is not a self-indulgent exercise comparing the
conveniences/inconveniences of digital technology for the PC user.

This is not an encounter with technocratic fantasies, utopian visions
nor renderings of maleficent technological dystopia. No mames.

ATTENTION: This is a tactical assault on the cryptoreligious myths
accompanying technological invention. It is a counteroffensive
against the mili-corp monoculture that evolves and promotes

Information Technology to stifle critical voices. jEso!

BEWARE: We are not tech-optimists, digi-pushers, nor cyber-
fanaticos. We are not neo-Luddites or Chicano hippies. We are

criticones, techno-informants of the 'other' kind. We are ...
LOS CYBRlDS: La Raza Techno-Critica.

Los Cybrids incite our extended communities to a radical dialogo by
challenging them to digital duels and virtual violence around stereo-
typical renderings of culture, economics, surveillance and human
forms. It is from the center of the Silicon Empire that Los Cybrids
upload Ideological Bacteria (IE) on the information laden messianic
chants of the new technology gods! Los Cybrids launch through the
world this incendiary manifesto of ours, because we want to free this
land from the gangrene of e-CEO's, e-business, and e-Gates. For too
long have Latinos, communities of color and, artists been dealers in
second-hand software and tech manufacturing. They need to be freed
from the numberless "virtual," non-profit do-gooders, and corporate
whores that cover them like so many second hand ponchos. To those
who claim that every effort must be made to extend Internet access,
Los Cybrids say ERROR! It is the business world's purpose to facilitate,
promote and enhance the cyber-experience, it is our purpose to subvert
it. Orale, adelante.

Los Cybrids: La Raza Techno-Critica is a junta of thre~ foly-ethnic
cultural diggers of the Latino sort dedicated to the cnnq.ue of ~yber-
cultural negotiation via tecno-artistico activity. Los Cybnds ascnbe to
the increasingly widening liminal spaces of culture, hybridity and
decentered identities reinforced by the new electronic technologies.
As "Latino" artists working with digital technologies, we represent a
demographic disproportionately underrepresented in the frenz~ed race
to be connected. Our work employs performance, burla and hlgh-
tech art to undermine the passive acceptance and unacknowledged
overarching social, cultural and environmental consequences of
Information Technologies (IT).

The proliferation of IT through the mind-spinning matrix o.f dot-
coms, 'e-business,' portals, virtual communities, the global village,
and e-life intensifies the power structure of the global capitalist military
complex. The marriage between world-governmental agencies, trans-
national corporations and global military forces dominates and controls
the proliferation of IT for short-term profits. The celebrated freedom
to access limitless information masks the meta-surveillance system of
the Global Information Infrastructure.



II. WEBOPTICON CONVERGENCE

The world wide web is transforming us into 24 hour / 7 day a week
colocated information transfer points. Technology producers, having
succeeded in promoting a cosmological shift into information domi-
nant culture world wide are now sneaking electronic tentacles into all
areas of our lives. As the web moves into a more mobile "evernet"
phenomenon of non-stop wireless connectivity for information trans-
fer, further systems of tracking and surveillance are brought online.
It's the Webopticon, the policing device of the international e-con
order, the latest weapon in the continuing war on the poor and
communities of color.

Racial profiling assures that people of color are subject to an incredibly
sophisticated array of technological investigation equipment to identify,
segregate and target them, and facilitate a smoother transfer into the
prison system. Simultaneously, the privatization of prisons, enactment
of three strikes laws, and condemnation of youth to adult prisons all
converge to make sure the poor and people of color will stay in jail.

El Webopticon: Sistema de Vigilancia
Watchate!

in demanding that all individuals in a particular area voluntarily pro-
vide DNA samples or face being considered a suspect-a profound
invasion of privacy. Amnesty International tells us that "incarceration
has become one of the fastest growing businesses in the U.S.A.,
generating large profits ... " Privately owned prisons must be kept full,
to the tune of a 90 to 95 per cent capacity needed to guarantee
profitable rates of return. A recent National Criminal Justice
Commission report estimated that at the current rate of change in the
prison population, by the year 2020, six out of every ten black men
will be behind bars.

In the barrio, digital red-lining by the police is being perfected, as
people are tracked before any crime is committed. Not to be left
behind in the information age, cops brag about their mobile computing/
wireless data services units. Beloved computers, cellular phones,
PDAs, and the world wide web provide the mechanism and network
for the collection and transfer of tracking data such as fingerprints,
DNA prints, information from local, state and national police data-
bases, information from FBI and international agency databases,
location tracking and more. Fingerprints, which used to take weeks to
confirm, can now be checked roadside. Immigrants can now be
checked through the INS' biometric computer system IDENT, which
has 227 terminals around the country that currently contain finger-
prints and pictures of nearly twO million people for instant digital

identification.

And the democratizing and liberating world wide web? Eighteen
states in the US operate web sites that list the names, pictures, criminal
records and sentences for current inmates and those on parole for
public view. The website that the Florida prison system maintains
with inmate and parolee data recorded more than 2.2 million hits in
December of 2000. Maricopa County, Arizona offers 24 hour access
to its "jail cam," where a person browsing the web can actually view
people being booked, searched, processed and detained in county
holding cells. More and more states are promising to get these systems
online.

Even more intrusive, DNA databases are being developed as the FBI
and each of the 50 states build interlinked, computerized databases of
blood and tissue samples. In the US, Germany and Canada, DNA
collection has expanded from people convicted of violent crimes, to
people arrested for violent crimes, to all individuals arrested for any
offense-as many as 15 million people a year in the US alone. In the
United Kingdom, Australia, and the U.S., police have been successful

The concept of "do your time" is being eradicated as criminal records
become so commonly accessible. Youth in communities of color are
condemned to new forms of injustice by this new digital convergence
of surveillance, tracking and communications technologies. It turns



into racial "webfiling" when, as the US Department of Justice
acknowledged in August of 1999, black men and women were at least
6 times more likely than whites to have been in prison at year end in

1997.

Meanwhile, surveillance cameras are all over public space, and are not
only set up to recognize people's faces in the street, but to spot
"abnormal" behavior, such as moving too fast or toO slow, or lingering
in a place for toO long, and thereby "predict" when a crime is about
to be committed. We are constantly being watched: on the street, at
work, on public transit, in schools, in government offices and online.
And it's gonna get worse: The US Patriot Act insures that we'll be
targets of new forms of integrated technological harassment through
further surveillance, biometrics and screening. The Enhanced Border
Security and Visa Entry Reform Act of 2002 requires all Visas and
travel and entry documents use biometric identifiers by October of

2004.

As the Pan Capitalist Judeo Christian Military Industrial Entertainment
Prison Complex greedily ratchets up the latest phase of its Perpetual
War, we watch the acceleration of militarization, regimentation and
the denigration of democracy as covert US operations become overt,
sanctioned and institutionalized. Yes, the United States is the only
country condemned for international terrorism by the World Court.
Yes, the United States alone vetoed a United Nations Security
Council resolution calling on all states to observe international law.
Yes the United States opposes the International Criminal Court.
Perhaps more surveillance of the Secretary of State, Attorney General,
FBI, CIA and other inept and repressive elements in our midst
should be called for, rather than increased persecution at US borders

with Mexico.

The current constellation of computer systems, the e-conomy's propa-
ganda system, and world wide web networking and connectivity
promote the Webopticon. The Bad news is: you do not need to be
connected, to be affected. With such advancements in technologies
proven ineffective in deterring terrorism but vastly effective in
promoting racial injustice and controlling domestic populations, we
need much broader talk about the racial divide online and digital
convergence offline.
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(Somos Digital?
Pues, the last one to cross the digital divide is a rotten egg!




